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PROFESSIONAL

DEFECT INSPECTION
Meguiar's® Sunlight 3+ is the perfect tool for anyone looking to inspect their paint for a myriad of defects. This 

simple-to-use light redefines what is possible from a single light, allowing users to identify pre-existing defects, check 

their paint correction work, verify paint match, or even to inspect after applying a coating for the presence of high spots. 

The co-branded Meguiar’s® & Scangrip® inspection light features exclusive, separate stepless dimmer switches for both light output 

and color temperature. Additionally, a convenient memory function allows for instant on/off without searching for settings. All of this 

comes in a rugged, durable aluminum alloy casing that’s designed to both perform and last. The MT103 Sunlight 3+ is a must-have 

tool for anyone detailing on a regular basis.

PRO FEATURES
• Robust cast-aluminum frame for 

rugged durability.

• Linear Kelvins adjustability between 

2500K and 6500K.

• Linear Lumens adjustability between 

50lm and 500lm.

• Unique on/off setting memory feature.

• Rear LED displays indicate output settings.

• Adjustable magnetic base.
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MT103 Sunlight 3+
Light identifies high spots in coatings and below surface 
swirls and scratches during paint correction process

Uniquely designed durable body created to perform 
and last

“Dimmer” switch for light output & color temperature 
unique to the Sunlight 3+

Exclusive and convenient memory function for 
instant on/off without searching for settings

SKU: MT103

MGAPRON Shop Apron
Meguiar's black shop apron

Dual pocket

Embroidered Meguiar's logo

Machine washable
SIZE: 12.75 x 11.5 x 23.5 inches
SKU: MGAPRON

SIZE: 2,5" H x 10.125" Round
SKU: X3003

X3003 Grit Guard
Significantly reduces potential swirls & scratches

Agitation grid removes dirt & debris from wash mitt

Fits most 3 and 5 Gallon Buckets

Fits the VBUCKET3.5GAL

SIZE: 3.5 Gal
SKUS: VBUCKET3.5GAL

VBUCKET3.5GAL 
Meguiar’s Bucket
Simply add your favorite car shampoo and fill with 
water for a bucketful of suds that makes cleaning your 
vehicle easy 

Steel handle with plastic hand grip and durable, 
rugged bucket

3.5 gallon bucket has same diameter as most 5 gallon 
buckets, giving it the same ease of access but with 
better handling

MT300 Profesisonal Dual Action 
Polisher
Perfect combination of form and function while 
Multi-Position D-handle Improves comfort & control 
for all skill levels

Soft start provides easy control when turning on machine

Digital Torque Management ensures proper torque to 
maintain load speed level

Universal throw great for compounding, polishing, 
and waxing painted surfaces

SKU: MT300

DMS6000 Metering System
Metered accurate dilutions minimizes waste and 
reduces labor cost by eliminating manual mixing

Locking buttons for auto fill of large containers

3 button selector dial dispenses up to 6 different 
concentrates

SKU: DMS6000

MGCART Detailing Cart
Durable engineered thermoplastic resin shelves with 
aluminum reinforced top shelf

3 level cart with 24” wide x 18” deep, shelves - 2 
& 3/4” deep tube shelves x 36 & 1/2” high. 12” 
clearance between shelves.

4 inch rubber, silent roll, full swivel, ball-bearing 
casters. Tandem caster brakes prevent roll-away

SKU: MGCART

DMS1HIGH - DMS1LOW
Metered accurate dilutions minimizes waste and 
reduces labor cost by eliminating manual mixing

Locking buttons for auto fill of large containers

DMS1HIGH: Fast fill, 4 GPM fill for car wash products

DMS1LOW: 1 GPM fill for secondary containers

DMS1HIGH & DMS1LOW are sold separately

SKUS: DMS1HIGH, DMS1LOW

TOOLS
& ACCESSORIES

Meguiar's® MT300

Meguiar's® Sunlight 3+

Meguiar's® Professional Metering System

Meguiar's® Detailing Cart

Meguiar's® Shop Apron

Meguiar's® Bucket

Meguiar's® Grit Guard




